We consider a p+1-dimensional timelike hypersurface Σc embedded with a flat induced metric in a p+2-dimensional Einstein geometry. It is shown that imposing a Petrov type I condition on the hypersurface geometry reduces the degrees of freedom in the extrinsic curvature of Σc to those of a fluid in Σc. Moreover, expanding around a limit in which the mean curvature of the embedding diverges, the leading-order Einstein constraint equations on Σc are shown to reduce to the non-linear incompressible Navier-Stokes equation for a fluid moving in Σc.
Introduction
Recently [1, 2, 3] the dynamics of horizons in general relativity was isolated and studied by imposing Dirchlet-like boundary conditions on the induced metric of a surface Σ c at a small distance λ from the horizon while demanding regularity on the future horizon and no incoming flux across the past horizon. It was shown that in a suitably defined near-horizon λ → 0 limit, the horizon dynamics are governed by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation. Put another way, the universal fixed-point behavior of near-horizon scaling in general relativity is the same as that of hydrodynamic scaling in fluid dynamics. An explicit expression for the λ expansion of the Einstein geometry in terms of the Navier-Stokes velocity field v i and pressure P was constructed.
As an intriguing aside, it was further noted in [2] that for the four-dimensional case the geometry so constructed is, at least at leading nontrivial order in λ, of an algebraically special variety known as restricted Petrov type [4, 5] . 1 In this paper we turn the logic around and show, in every dimension, that imposing a Petrov type I condition in suitable circumstances reduces the Einstein equation to the Navier-Stokes equation in one lower dimension. Hence regularity on the future horizon and the Petrov type I condition are equivalent (at least) as far as the universal scaling behavior is concerned. 2 However, as we shall see, imposing the Petrov condition is mathematically much simpler than imposing regularity. More specifically, we embed an intrinsically flat p+1-dimensional timelike hypersurface Σ c into a p+2-dimensional solution of Einstein's equation. We then impose the Petrov type I condition, defined below, with respect to the ingoing and outgoing pair of null vectors whose tangents to Σ c generate time translations.
3 This condition sets to zero a total (p+2)(p−1) 2 components of the Wely tensor. On Σ c this constraint reduces the
components of the extrinsic curvature K ab to p + 2 unconstrained variables, which may be interpreted as the energy density, velocity field v i and pressure P of a fluid living on the hypersurface. Simply put, this Petrov condition reduces gravity to a fluid. The p + 2 Einstein constraint equations on Σ c then become an equation of state and evolution equation for the fluid variables. These highly nonlinear fluid equations are not, to the best of our knowledge, anything 1 It would be interesting to understand if this algebraic specialty persists to all orders for some choice of higher-order boundary conditions. 2 One way of understanding why there should be such an equivalence is that for λ → 0 Σc approaches the horizon with null normal ℓ on the past portion H − . Our type I condition is then the vanishing of the Weyl tensor components ℓ γ ℓ δ C αγβδ = −ℓ γ ∇γ σ αβ − θσ αβ , where σ αβ is the shear and θ the expansion of H − . This in turn implies the shear in H − vanishes. Equivalently there are no gravity waves passing through H − and no incoming flux from the past. We thank Thibault Damour for discussions on this point. 3 A space is said to be Petrov type I if there is some choice of null vectors with respect to which the Weyl tensor obeys certain identities described below. Due to special features of four dimensions, every 4D Einstein space is Petrov type I with respect to some null vectors, but not necessarily the ones related to time translations on Σc. Those that are Petrov type I with respect to these null vectors in fact also obey the stronger Petrov type II condition: this is the result quoted in [2] .
previously encountered in fluid dynamics. However, we next consider an expansion around a limit where Σ c is highly accelerated, i.e. the mean curvature K diverges. At leading order in this expansion, the constraint equations are shown to reduce exactly to the incompressible nonlinear Navier-Stokes equation for v i and P and the leading-order extrinsic geometry of Σ c evolves as an incompressible fluid. Hence the Petrov type I condition has the holographic character of relating a theory of gravity in p + 2 dimensions to a theory without gravity in p + 1 dimensions. In the appendix we describe an an alternate set of boundary conditions on Σ c , of possible interest in various contexts discussed therein, in which the mean curvature K is fixed. These are shown to differ only at subleading order and also lead to the universal incompressible Navier-Stokes equation in the near-horizon scaling limit.
Σ c hypersurface geometry
We wish to consider the "initial" data on a timelike, p+ 1 dimensional hypersurface in a p+ 2-dimensional Einstein space. 4 We take the intrinsic metric to be flat
The extrinsic curvature K ab is subject to the p + 1 "momentum constraints"
as well as the "Hamiltonian constraint"
Satisfying these p + 2 constraints reduces the
locally undetermined variables.
Given the bulk Einstein equation
the Riemann and Weyl tensors are equal and determined on Σ c . One finds the simple expressions for the projections to Σ c
Here C abc(n) ≡ C abcµ n µ etc. with n µ the unit normal to Σ c .
The type I constraint
In this section we describe the Petrov type I condition in p + 2 dimensions [8, 9] . We first introduce the p + 2 Newman-Penrose-like vector fields
The spacetime is Petrov type I if for some choice of frame
Now let us choose
where n is the spacelike unit normal and ∂ i , ∂ 0 the tangent vectors to Σ c . Note that this choice singles out a preferred time coordinate and thus breaks Lorentz invariance of Σ c . Using (5) the type I condition for this frame choice is
Since the Weyl tensor is traceless, the type I condition imposes
components of K ab . We may think of it as determining the trace-free part of K ij in terms of K 0i , K 00 and K. This leaves p + 2 independent components, which is exactly the number of components of a compressible fluid with a local pressure, energy and momentum density. The Hamiltonian constraint
can be viewed as an equation of state relating the pressure and energy density. The p + 1 momentum constraint equations
where G µb denotes the projection of the second index onto Σ c , are then the evolution equations for the fluid. Hence these p + 2 constraints eliminate all local freedom on Σ c , and reduce it to a boundary value problem on a p-dimensional initial spacelike slice of Σ c . Hence the Petrov condition has a holographic nature: it reduces a theory of gravity to a theory of a fluid without gravity in one less dimension. However, without any further expansion the fluid described here has rather exotic dynamical equations. In the next section we will see the dynamics became familiar when expanded around a large mean curvature limit.
4
The large mean curvature expansion
We now introduce a parameter λ into the general fluid solution and then expand in λ. The first step is to define
so that
We describe the extrinsic geometry in terms of the stress tensor t a b given in terms of K a b by
where by constructiont 
located at r = λ 2 (note τ = λ 2 t). For λ → 0 the mean curvature of Σ c becomes large and it approaches its own future horizon. Hence the λ → 0 limit can be thought of as a kind of near-horizon limit. More generally, for finite λ, the type I conditions (9) written in terms of the variables (14) have the following form
with i, j indexes raised and lowered with δ ij . Now we expand in powers of λ taking t a b ∼ O(λ 0 ) or smaller. That is, for the components appearing in (14)
As there is only one term of order 
The exact Hamiltonian constraint
at leading order fixes t τ τ as t
Finally we come to the momentum constraints
The time component gives at leading order
The space components are at leading order
Identifying t
as the velocity and pressure fields, (22) and (23) become
This is precisely the incompressible Navier-Stokes system in p space dimensions [10] .
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We A Appendix: K=constant boundary conditions (with I. Bredberg)
In this appendix we consider a modification of the flat"Dirichlet" boundary conditions h ab = η ab imposed on the hypersurface Σ c . In general there is freedom at higher orders in the choice of boundary conditions: any modification of the metric of order λ or smaller will not affect the universal emergence of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation in the λ → 0 scaling limit. The flat boundary conditions have been employed for their simplicity and naturalness. In this appendix we describe an alternate boundary condition for which the metric is only conformally flat and the mean curvature K is fixed to a constant. Roughly speaking this is Neumann rather than Dirichlet boundary conditions for the metric conformal factor. These constant mean curvature boundary conditions are of interest for several reasons. Firstly, constant K hypersurfaces have interesting mathematical properties which have been the subject of much study over the last half century. In the present context they seem particularly appropriate because our expansion parameter is K −1 . Secondly, in recent generalizations to compact spherical horizons [11] , a global obstruction (related to total energy conservation) appears at a subleading order which prevents one from fixing the total area of a spatial cross section of Σ c . This obstruction is absent in the constant K formulation here which does allow the area to change.
We take the intrinsic metric of Σ c to be conformally flat
where here and elsewhere i, j indices are raised and lowered with δ ij . Instead of fixing ρ = 0 as above, we take constant mean curvature
It is convenient to describe the remaining components of the extrinsic geometry in terms of the conformally transformed, traceless stress tensor
in terms of which the the p + 1 "momentum constraints" are
The conformal factor ρ is then determined from the "Hamiltonian constraint" or York equation
with indices here raised and lowered with η. The Petrov type I condition for √ 2ℓ = e −ρ ∂ 0 − n is, instead of (9) 2e
To define the the large mean curvature expansion again take τ = λx 0 so that
and instead of (14)
where by constructiont i i = 0. For these variables the type I conditions (32) written in terms of the variables (34) have the following form
with i, j indexes raised and lowered with δ ij . Now we expand in powers of λ taking t a b ∼ O(λ 0 ) We also so take ρ ∼ O(λ) or smaller so that in the limit we recover a fluid in flat space. That is, for the components appearing in (34)
As there is only one term of order i t τ i (1) .
Finally we come to the momentum constraints 
and at the next order
as the velocity and pressure fields, (41) and (43) become
This again is the incompressible Navier-Stokes system in p space dimensions [10] .
